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Great Day For A Victory
Collegian Photos by John Beauge Tofu Browne

BORED WITH THE GAME: Al- NOW I CAN SEE: Complaining
though most of the 44,390 in at- - that she couldn't see the game, the
tendance at the game were kept on WAITING FOR THE GAME TO START: Many of the early arrivals at the father of this future coed let her
the edge of their seats, this little game used the benches under the stands as a place to eat lunch. Hot dogs and stand on his lap so she could cheer
girl found time to sleep. coffee made up the meal for these two women. her favorite team on to victory.
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EQUIPMENT USED FOR TELECAST; Three trucks and a portable
generator were used to supply the electrical power and other lines to
televise Saturday's game. The larger truck is normally used by station
WABC in New York City but was brought here for the game.

PREPARING TO NARRATE THE GAME: Curt Gowdy, American Television
Network sportscaster, checks his notes as he prepares to narrate the Penn
State-Syracuse game Saturday. Standing in the back is an engineer who was
checking all the equipment -needed for the telecast.
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EYES ABOVE BOARD: Amem-.1-1E TASTE OF VICTORY:
ber of the Block "S" Club keeps . Coach Rip Engle seems to be
her white flash card at eye level LOOK MA, I'M ON TV: While everyone was Mures to add color to the -television coverage tasting his 100th victory as the
as the section did one of its watching Saturday's game, this man in a red„ of the game. Here the expressions of three final seconds click of/ the clock
many stunts on Saturday for a suit walked up and down the sidelines and in coeds are recorded. Saturday with the Lions ahead,
capacity audience and millions 14.0. This Saturday Engle starts

the first few rows of seats to get close-up plc-
sof TV watchers. toward the 200 mark.
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